
Newman Tools  offers three different search mirrors – M1000, M2000 and M3000. The Stealth Search Mirrors are ideal for rapid search when 
there is a requirement to view under vehicles, around corners, and in ceilings.  Stealth Search Mirrors are manufactured with durable, 
lightweight, ergonomic, non-rotational aluminium poles. Forearm supports and foam grip handles provide precise control and minimize operational 
fatigue. The Stealth Search Mirrors are easy to assemble, easy to maintain and easy to store. The Stealth Search Mirrors are used by EOD 
technicians, law enforcement agencies, security guards and facility inspectors.

STEALTH 
SEARCH MIRRORS 
M1000 M2000 M3000

Model M1000
Under Vehicle Search Mirror
Low-profile Convex Mirror

Model M2000
5-section Search Mirror
Extra-long Telescoping Pole

Model M3000
3-section Search Mirror
Lightweight & Compact 
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8 in. (20 cm) convex mirror with swivel base

Bright LED light bar, 15hrs run time

Quick change standard 9V (x2) batteries located inside the pole

Mil spec water tight push button switch

Foam grip, ergonomic forearm rest

Telescopic, non-rotational, black anodized pole (5 sections)

Length: 30 in. to 80 in. (76 cm to 203 cm),

Weight: 4.5 lbs (2.0 kg)

STEALTH SEARCH MIRRORS 

The Stealth M1000 Search Mirror offers the best advantage for viewing the 
undercarriage of vehicles. A large 12 in. (30 cm) convex mirror along with the aid 
of a bright 4 LED light assembly, provides the operator an easy and quick view. 
This mirror was specifically chosen for its low-profile convex shape that provides 
a more realistic image, unlike the images normally associated with many convex 
mirrors. To enhance the specially designed convex mirror’s image reflection, the 
mirror is tilted towards the operator, providing a direct ,clear view of the image.

Stealth Model M1000
Under Vehicle Search Mirror

12 in. Diameter (30 cm) convex mirror tilted for easy viewing

Bright LED light bar (x2), 15hrs run time

Quick change standard 9v (x2) batteries located inside the pole

Foam hand grip

Deluxe swivel caster (x3)

Mil spec water tight push button switch.

Telescopic, non-rotational, black anodized pole (4 sections)

Length 25” to 66” (63.5 cm to 167.5cm), non-rotational telescopic pole (5 pc.) 

Width: 7.0 lbs (3.2 kg)

With the added features of LED lights, this mirror pole can be extended up to 80 
in. (203 cm) in length. The M2000 can be maneuvered to view areas that are 
far-removed or difficult to access, such as attics and false ceilings. The M2000 is 
perfectly balanced to look around corners using one hand while leaving the other 
hand free for personal protection.

Stealth Model M2000
5-section Search Mirror

Our easy-to-use M3000 mirror is compact, consisting of a three-piece 
telescopic, non-rotational, lightweight aluminum pole and extends to 40 in (101 
cm). This model is ideal for general use; compact and lightweight, it can be 
carried anywhere.

Stealth Model M3000
3-section Search Mirror

8 in. (20 cm) convex mirror with swivel base
10 hr halogen light with replaceable “C” batteries
Foam grip, ergonomic forearm rest
Telescopic, non-rotational, black anodized pole (3 sections)
Length: 20 in. to 40 in. (53 cm to 101 cm)

Weight: 2.5 lbs (1.2 kg)
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